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DECLARATION OF MARIANNETIND

1, My name is Marianne Tind. I am over the age of 18, have personal

knowledge ofthe facts set forth herein, and am competenttotestify to the same.

2. I am currently a librarian at Det Kgl. Bibliotek in Aarhus, Denmark. I

earned a Librarian DB from the The Royal School ofLibrarianship, Aalborg in 1997.

I have over 25 years of experiencein the library/information sciencefield.

3. [| am familiar through mytraining and job as a librarian in Denmark

with the cataloguing process at the Royal Danish Library, which is known in Danish

as Det Kgl. Bibliotek. The Royal Danish Library is the national library ofDenmark

and is the national depository library in Denmark.

4, Specifically, when we receive a book, we catalog it, based on the

DanMarc2 rules in ourlibrary catalog/library system. We place a bar code on the

book, which is used in connection with loan registration. We also put on a

registration code, so that we can track down the book on the shelves. Every night

the catalog is synchronized, and the book is now visible in the library catalog (front

end) and can be located by the users of the library. When cataloging new books, we

describe them with bibliographic information like author,title, subtitle, number of

pages, publication year, publisher. We also include keywords. This descriptive

information can be used, when trying to locate relevant materials for research

purpose. All information put in the library catalog is searchable.
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5. I have reviewed the book entitled “Reference Guide for the Beologic

salesPLUS Product Configurator C Language API,” as checked out from the lending

library of the Royal Danish Library. The book states “Copyright © 1995 Beologic

A/S.” The front cover, forward matter, and last page of this book is attached to my

declaration. The copy of the book I have reviewed has a sticker that says

Statsbiblioteket on the front cover with item number 400005454601.

6. The records of the Royal Danish Library state that this book was

catalogued and joined the holdings of the Royal Danish Library on or before 24

December1999. This is the date on which the record data ofthis book were migrated

from the earlier RCLib software system to the Horizon software system. In all

likelihood, the book was available before that date but the exact date is no longer

available from the records. However,at the latest as of24 December 1999, this book

was listed in the library’s catalog, could be located in the library’s catalog by a

memberofthe public, and the book could be checked out by a memberofthe public.

7. I understand that this book will be used as an exhibit, Exhibit 1005, in

a U.S.legal proceeding.

8. T hereby declare that all statements made are of my own knowledgeare

true and that all statements made on information and belief are believed to be true.

I further declare that these statements were made with the knowledgethat willful

false statements and the like so made are punishable by fine or imprisonment, or
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both, under Section 1001 of the Title 18 of the United States Code. I declare under

penalty ofperjury under the laws of the United States ofAmerica that the foregoing

is true and correct.

Executed this June Ist, 2021.

MadanGd
Marianne Tind
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